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Abstract
We present intrinsic methods to address the fundamental problem of segmenting a mesh into a specified number
of patches with a uniform size and a controllable overlap. Although never addressed in the literature, such a segmentation is useful for a wide range of processing operations where patches represent local regions and overlaps
regularise solutions in neighbour patches. Further, we propose a symmetry-aware distance measure and symmetric
modification to furthest-point sampling, so that our methods can operate on semantically symmetric meshes. We introduce quantitative measures of patch size uniformity and symmetry, and show that our segmentation outperforms
state-of-the-art alternatives in experiments on a well-known dataset. We also use our segmentation in illustrative
applications to texture stitching and synthesis where we improve results over state-of-the-art approaches.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling—Geometric algorithms, languages, and systems

1. Introduction
Mesh structures have become a ubiquitous tool in computer
graphics for 3D modelling of real-world and virtual objects. In this realm, a profusion of mesh processing techniques have arisen, being either designed according to inherent mesh specificities (e.g. rendering, remeshing, reconstruction) or borrowed from image processing ideas (e.g. filtering, denoising, segmentation). Adapting techniques from
image processing, however, is not always straightforward
and might require a conceptual rethinking of 2D notions for
a meaningful extension to 3D models. In the context of segmentation, [SPDF14] generalise the idea of superpixels to
superfacets. We follow here a complementary approach, and
transfer the fundamental problem of segmenting an image
into uniform overlapping patches to the domain of meshes.

sets between them. Methods that use 2D uniform overlapping patches are numerous and come from a wide range of
problem domains including super-resolution [FJP02], sparse
coding [MES08], denoising [DFKE07], restoration [ZW11],
texturing [LLX∗ 01], quilting [EF01], editing [CAF10], hybridisation [LW11], synthesis [WLKT09], face hallucination
[LLT05] and generation [MPK09]. Some 3D mesh texturing
schemes also exploit 2D uniform overlapping patches in the
plane after surface flattening [PFH00, ZHW∗ 06, WSBY06].

1.1. Context and Motivations

Given the ubiquity of 2D uniform overlapping patches in
image processing, it is surprising that there are no existing
methods for segmenting a 3D mesh similarly. Any operation
that we would like to apply over the mesh surface to process
texture, geometry, or any given function defined on the mesh,
may benefit from such a segmentation. We could notably extend the above 2D methods to operate on 3D meshes, and
process 3D meshes intrinsically without an arbitrary flattening, other extrinsic operations, and their inherent distortions.

In contrast to superpixels, which trade off the size uniformity against the content homogeneity, a uniform overlapping 2D patch structure is independent of the image content. Segmenting an image into such a structure is easy
and can be specified by the height and width of rectangular
(often square) patches, and the vertical and horizontal off-

Such a mesh segmentation, however, is not trivial to compute because one cannot rely on the simple translation of a
given base shape. This is a result of emphasising the intrinsic
mesh geometry compared to flat images. In addition, many
objects and associated meshes possess symmetries as inherent components of their geometry. While most mesh pro-
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cessing methods just ignore such symmetries for simplicity,
it nonetheless seems natural to expect output solutions to be
equivalent for symmetric parts. All in all, the desired segmentation should satisfy a certain number of properties:
• the patches be uniform in size, so that they encompass
equal amounts of local data and exert a similar influence
over global solutions;
• the number of patches or patch size, and hence the segmentation granularity, can be controlled;
• the degree of overlap, and hence the influence of neighbouring constraints, can be controlled;
• the methods be intrinsic, so that results are invariant under pose changes involving rigid deformations and robust
against non-rigid ones;
• the symmetries can be preserved, so that symmetric regions of the mesh lie in symmetric patches.
1.2. Related Work
Mesh segmentation algorithms partition vertices, edges or
faces to optimise a chosen objective. The survey of [Sha08]
distinguishes between two types of objectives: part-type to
produce semantically meaningful regions (typically, volumetric components such as arms, legs, body and head for
a human body), and surface-type to create locally consistent patches under some criteria (often, disc-homeomorphic
patches for the purposes of flattening). Segmentation is also
related to sampling where samples determine patch centres.
Centroidal Voronoi tessellation (CVT) [CSAD04] use
Lloyd’s k-means clustering in Euclidean space to form a
CVT (i.e. a Voronoi tessellation where centres are centroids)
for surface-type segmentation. [YBZW14] locally enhance
such an extrinsic CVT to ensure that Voronoi cells form
single connected regions. [PC04] propose an intrinsic CVT
based on geodesic distances, but centroids are not always
well-defined, and clusters are not guaranteed to converge due
to the manifold curvature. These algorithms provide a nonuniform segmentation. [VC04] approximate a CVT for uniform segmentation, but in the extrinsic setting. In addition,
all these methods are not aware of any symmetry.
Poisson-disc sampling (PDS) [LLLF08] address PDS (i.e.
uniform drawing of disjoint discs with a specified radius)
for surfaces using an extrinsic algorithm. [FZ09] advocate
the use of geodesic distances, but introduce an extrinsic
relaxation step and make topological assumptions on the
mesh. [CJW∗ 09] develop a fully intrinsic PDS algorithm
based on dart throwing. [CCS12] enhance PDS with drawing
constraints such as importance sampling instead of uniform
drawing. [YW13] show useful results for processing gaps in
Poisson disc sets. Inherent to PDS, sampling is stochastic
and disc centres can be spaced arbitrarily as long as they do
not violate the minimum distance constraint (uniform drawing does not mean uniform spacing). Hence, it is difficult to
specify the number of samples while ensuring an even spacing. Lastly, there is no obvious way to preserve symmetry.

Furthest-point sampling (FPS) [MD03] use FPS (i.e. iterative selection of the vertex that is furthest from previous ones) to sample surfaces evenly based on geodesic distances, and obtain a surface-type segmentation via the underlying Voronoi tessellation. [PC06] improve the fast marching
scheme used to compute geodesic distances. FPS can be seen
as a highly biased PDS where all samples are distant from
a minimum distance but sampling gets deterministic after
the first point is drawn. This allows selecting the number of
samples while favouring an even spacing and thus uniform
patches. Again, it is yet non-trivial to preserve symmetry.
Symmetry-aware segmentation [PSG∗ 06] detect approximate planar symmetries and segment the mesh accordingly.
[SKS06] further decompose the mesh into a hierarchy of
symmetric parts. [MGP06] also find rotation, translation and
scaling in addition to reflexion. [PMW∗ 08] detect more general structural regularity under the same set of transformations. [LCDFh10] define a symmetry factored embedding
(SFE) to detect complex symmetries and segment the mesh
by extrinsic clustering in the SFE space. [XZJ∗ 12] extend
SFE for detection of multi-scale partial symmetries. These
algorithms lead to part-type, non-uniform segmentations.
They also do not necessarily seek a symmetric segmentation,
but rather use symmetry as a cue for segmentation. [PGR07]
introduce symmetry constraints in a CVT, but work in the extrinsic setting and build a non-uniform segmentation. In all
approaches, the symmetry measure quantifies how symmetric different parts of the mesh are under a prescribed group
of transformations. We are not aware of any work defining a
symmetry-aware distance over the mesh vertices themselves.
Overlapping segmentation [TCY09] use an extrinsic patch
dilation to build up overlapping segments that are required
to be disc-homeomorphic, which prevents segmentation of
meshes with a boundary and constrains the number of
patches for meshes with a positive genus. [HGLT09] grow
patches using a distance criterion based on the boundary
length between neighbours, which allows an intrinsic dilation when using the geodesic distance, and puts no constraints on the mesh or patches. Both methods, however, produce non-uniform patches and do not preserve symmetries.
Moreover, they do not provide intuitive controls on overlap.
Discussion None of these existing works addresses either
a uniform overlapping, a symmetry-aware overlapping, or a
symmetry-aware uniform segmentation. Many methods also
neglect the intrinsic mesh geometry, or suffer from issues
such as stochastic indeterminacy, topological constraints on
the mesh or patches, and lack of algorithmic guarantees.

1.3. Overview and Contributions
We propose intrinsic methods for symmetry-aware segmentation of mesh vertices into a user-specified number of
patches that are of uniform size and that overlap by a desired proportion. To do so, we revisit FPS on manifolds.
c 2016 The Author(s)
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Although it allows for an intrinsic mesh segmentation into
uniform patches, classical FPS fails both to produce overlapping patches and to preserve mesh symmetries.
A naive solution is to compute classical FPS [PC06] on a
single symmetry orbit and then copy patches. However, results would not only depend on the arbitrary choice of the
reference orbit, but also feature uniformity issues at borders between orbits. Another solution is to run FPS based
on distances in the state-of-the-art SFE space [LCDFh10].
Nonetheless, this would hinder both uniformity and symmetry. Lastly, even with symmetric, uniform input segments,
the existing patch growing [HGLT09] would degrade uniformity and break symmetry of the overlapping output patches.
These issues are verified and discussed in our experiments.
We tackle these issues with three technical contributions:
1. We define a symmetry-aware distance over the mesh vertices which accounts for all symmetry orbits (Sect. 2)
2. We propose a symmetric FPS that fixes uniformity issues
at borders between orbits and ensures symmetry (Sect. 3).
3. We develop a patch growing scheme that builds up uniform overlaps while preserving symmetry (Sect. 4).
We also introduce quantitative measures of patch size uniformity and symmetry, and present experiments on a wellknown dataset to show that only the coupling of all our three
contributions together can provide a symmetry-aware, uniform and overlapping segmentation compared to the abovementioned alternatives (Sect. 5). We finally motivate the utility of our segmentation on applications to texture stitching
and texture synthesis problems, where we improve results
over state-of-the-art methods (Sect. 6).
Our pipeline has a number of advantages. It is fully automatic, though the user can interact by specifying patch centres as seeds to control sampling and remove any stochastic
indeterminacy. There are also no issues of algorithmic guarantees nor topological constraints on the mesh or patches.
1.4. Assumptions and Notations
We consider a triangular mesh M = (K, S). The connectivity is given by the simplicial complex K, whose elements
can be vertices {i}, edges {i, j}, or faces {i, j, k}, with indices i, j, k ∈ [1 .. N], where N is the number of vertices. The
shape is given by the matrix S ∈ R3×N which contains the
3D coordinates si ∈ R3 of the respective vertices. We assume
that the mesh surface S forms a 2D manifold with geodesic
distance map DS . We often write a vertex {i} simply as i
and conflate i with si when the intended meaning is clear.
The mesh may also exhibit symmetries. We do not solve
here the problem of finding these symmetries, but assume
that they have been modelled directly with the mesh, or at
least that they have been detected and that a remeshing has
been applied accordingly. For simplicity, we focus on bilateral symmetry, though other symmetries can be handled as
c 2016 The Author(s)
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Figure 1: Geodesic distance on a symmetric mesh with
no exact extrinsic nor intrinsic symmetry. In general, the
geodesic distance DS does not preserve symmetry for arbitrary vertices i and j, except from self-symmetric vertices
i = i′ and j = j′ , or symmetric vertices i = j′ and j = i′ .
explained in our conclusions. This does not necessarily mean
that the shape S is geometrically symmetric from extrinsic or
intrinsic viewpoints, just that each vertex i has a semantically
symmetric partner i′ . We extend the symmetry operator to
sets and simplicial complexes by applying it element-wise.
We define a patch P as a subset of vertices i ∈ K. Two
patches Pm and Pn are neighbours if they contain vertices
i ∈ Pm and j ∈ Pn that are connected by an edge {i, j} ∈
K. A standard segmentation covers M with M patches
P1 , . . . , PM ⊂ K, such that all vertices belong to exactly one
patch. A segmentation thus defines a dual graph G = (V, E),
where V = [1 .. M], and (m, n) ∈ E if Pm and Pn are neighbours. We here loosen the hard partition constraint to allow
vertices to be shared by adjacent symmetric patches along
the symmetry line, or by overlapping patches Q1 , . . . , QM
once the patches P1 ⊂ Q1 , . . . , PM ⊂ QM are grown.
2. Symmetry-Aware Distance
The geodesic distance DS is not aware of symmetry as soon
as the shape S is not perfectly symmetric (Fig. 1). Thus, DS
does not in general preserve the distances between two vertices and between their symmetric partners. Hence, any operation based on DS , such as point sampling or patch growing,
will hinder symmetry. To tackle this, we define a symmetryaware distance that preserves the mesh symmetries, if any.
2.1. Formulation
e S over
We seek to construct a symmetry-aware distance D
the surface of a symmetric mesh, that naturally extends the
geodesic distance DS for non-symmetric meshes. With this
aim in mind, it is relevant to consider the points by pairs, and
hence to work on the Cartesian square S ×S of the manifold.

We notice, however, that the symmetry operator being defined on the mesh vertices si ∈ S only, we need a means
to extend it to any point s ∈ S on the whole mesh surface.
This can be done by extending the symmetry inside symmetric faces using the barycentric coordinates within the triangles. We assume that such an extension has been chosen,
and show hereafter that the arbitrary choice of this extension
does not actually alter the symmetry-aware distance itself.
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e S as the
We now define the symmetry-aware distance D
geodesic distance DS×S computed between pairs of symmetric points on the Cartesian square manifold:
e S (r, s) = DS×S ((r, r′ ), (s, s′ )) ,
D

Thus, the symmetry-aware distance
between two vertices
√
is the quadratic mean (up to 1/ 2) of geodesic distances between those vertices and between their symmetric partners:
q

DS (i, j)2 + DS (i′ , j′ )2 .

(2)

This expression is clearly independent of the choice of an
extension for the symmetry operator on S.

′
e
Interestingly, the symmetry-aware distance D
√S (i, i ) between two symmetric vertices reduces (up to 2) to their
geodesic distance DS (i, i′ ). The same holds for two selfsymmetric vertices, so that we can use the convention that
all vertices are self-symmetric for a non-symmetric mesh
e S equivalent to the
to make the symmetry-aware distance D
original geodesic distance DS . Hence, our framework naturally extends the non-symmetric case to handle symmetry.

i?2

i?2 0

i?2
i?3 = i?3 0

(1)

where S × S is endowed with the canonical structure of
product manifold induced by that of S. For a general product
manifold, the canonical structure is obtained by orthogonal
copies of the respective manifolds (i.e. by direct product of
their charts and direct sum of their tangent planes). As a result, the induced metric is given by the element-wise sum
of the respective metrics, and hence geodesic distances are
computed according to the Pythagorean theorem.

e S (i, j) =
D

i?4

i?5
i?1

i?1

i?1 0

i?3

(a) Asymmetric sampling.

(b) Symmetric sampling.

Figure 2: Uniform mesh sampling. In this example, we sample 5 vertices on a symmetric mesh. We seed the asymmetric version with vertex i⋆1 , and select next samples i⋆2 , i⋆3 , i⋆4 , i⋆5
successively by maximising the minimum geodesic distance
to previous ones. In our symmetric version, we take symmetric partners i⋆1 , i⋆1 ′ for seeding, and systematically sample
vertices i⋆2 , i⋆2 ′ , i⋆3 , i⋆3 ′ by pairs using the symmetry-aware distance and accounting for pairwise distances. The obtained
segmentation preserves the original mesh symmetries with
the symmetric version in contrast to the asymmetric one.
the respective sides of the mesh. Not only does it provide a
more efficient scheme, but it also prevents unwanted effects
from occurring along the symmetry line by dimensional collapse from the product manifold to the mesh. This further
proves useful when restricting propagation to grow a given
patch within each of its respective neighbours only.
3. Symmetry-Aware Furthest-Point Sampling

2.2. Implementation
e S amounts to calculating
The symmetry-aware distance D
two geodesic distances DS . In practice, this can be done with
numerical methods such as fast marching. We use an existing and efficient MATLAB implementation [PC06]. This algorithm is designed for triangular meshes, and is based on
directional derivatives with unfolding of obtuse triangles for
numerical stability, as well as optimisation of the sortingbased priority queue with a Fibonacci heap.
With this algorithm, we can compute the symmetry-aware
distance map to a vertex i, by calculating either one geodesic
distance map if vertex i is self-symmetric, or two geodesic
distance maps otherwise (although we need not always calculate the full maps when pruning vertices by front confinement or early abandon). Additionally, we can compute distance maps to an arbitrary set of vertices, instead of a single
vertex, by propagation from this set as a starting front.
For practical considerations, we also use a slight variant
of the symmetry-aware distance. When considering vertices
that lie in a subset of interest, we confine front propagation
within the induced surfaces R ⊂ S and R′ ⊂ S for the first
and second geodesic distance maps, respectively. This allows a symmetric sampling by separating propagations on

We here enhance classical FPS [PC06] with a symmetric vereS
sion (Fig. 2). First, we use our symmetry-aware distance D
rather than geodesic distance DS . Second, we systematically
sample vertices by symmetric pairs. Third, when sampling a
e S (i⋆ , i⋆′ )
new pair of vertices i⋆ 6= i⋆′ , the pairwise distance D
is also considered to avoid uniformity issues along the symmetry line, by favouring self-symmetric vertices rather than
proper symmetric vertices that are close.
3.1. Algorithm
We consider one side of the mesh without lack of generality,
recalling that as soon as vertex i⋆ is sampled, its symmetric
partner i⋆′ is sampled too. Since our symmetry-aware dise S accounts for both sides evenly, subsequent develtance D
opments do not depend on the arbitrary choice of a side. We
e the connectivity induced by K on that side.
denote by K
We grow the sample set iteratively by adding a new same the
ple one at a time. We denote by Iel = {i⋆1 , . . . , i⋆l } ⊂ K
e l as the
set of first l selected samples. We also define D
symmetry-aware distance map to Iel :
e l (i) = min D
e S (i, i⋆ ) .
D
el
i⋆ ∈ I

(3)

c 2016 The Author(s)
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To select the next sample i⋆l+1 , we look for the vertex which
is the furthest from the current samples, and from its symmetric partner if proper. To formalise this, we pose the cone 0 (i) is the symmetry-aware distance from i to
vention that D
i′ , except from self-symmetric vertices where it is infinite:
(
′
′
e
e 0 (i) = DS (i, i ) if i 6= i ;
D
(4)
+∞
otherwise.
The next sample i⋆l+1 is then chosen as follows:
n
o
e 0 (i), D
e l (i) .
i⋆l+1 = arg max min D

(5)

e
i∈K

e l+1 can simFor the next iteration, the new distance map D
ply be updated as the minimum between the previous dise l and that to the new sample i⋆l+1 :
tance map D
n
o
e l (i), D
e S (i, i⋆l+1 ) .
e l+1 (i) = min D
D
(6)

We repeat the process until M ′ pairs of symmetric vertices
are sampled, where M ′ is such that we obtain M distinct samples in total (up to a tolerance of one sample more because
of selecting one or two distinct points at each iteration).
In the end, patches P1 , . . . , PM ′ are constructed via the
Voronoi tessellation based on symmetry-aware distances:
)
(
⋆
⋆
e
e
e
(7)
Pm = i ∈ K : DS (i, im ) = min DS (i, i ) .
i⋆ ∈IeM′

After copying patches across the second side, we may obtain self-symmetric patches that span both sides of the mesh.
Other patches might also share some self-symmetric vertices
as soon as they are adjacent along the symmetry line. We finally note that our symmetric FPS is a natural extension of
classical FPS for non-symmetric meshes, where all vertices
e S coare considered as self-symmetric, distances DS and D
e
incide and no pairwise distances D0 alter sampling.

For efficiency, we also assume that each vertex is assigned
to a single patch (except from shared vertices on the symmetry line). Whenever the minimum distance to centres is
reached for several patches, which is again quite unlikely,
we keep the patch whose centre was sampled first. A single
vector is thus required along iterations to store and update
e l . The respective closest samples, and hence the
distances D
associated Voronoi tessellation, can also be updated iteratively with a single vector of sample indices.
e l+1 , we need to compute the distance map to
To update D
the new sample i⋆l+1 . This can be done efficiently by starting
respective fronts from i⋆l+1 and i⋆l+1 ′ via fast marching. For
eL
e1 , . . . , D
initialisation, we need to compute the distances D
from each seed keypoint. This is also done via fast marching from the seeds i⋆1 , . . . , i⋆L , and their symmetric partners
i⋆1 ′ , . . . , i⋆L ′ . We thus propagate two fronts for each of the M ′
sample pairs, requiring O(MN log N) operations in the worst
e l becase. We can improve this by confining the fronts for D
e: D
e S (i, i⋆l−1 ) ≤ D
e l−1 (i)}.
fore step l to the set {i ∈ K

More precisely, the first front from i⋆l−1 is restricted to
e such that DS (i, i⋆l−1 ) ≤ D
e l−1 (i). The secvertices i ∈ K
ond front from i⋆l−1 ′ is then restricted to vertices i′ such
e l−1 (i)2 − DS (i, i⋆l−1 )2 . This makes
that DS (i′ , i⋆l−1 ′ )2 ≤ D
the computation more efficient. Indeed, assuming that vertices are evenly spaced, which approximately holds for a
sufficiently fine meshing, we expect the new patch to contain about N/2l vertices. Thus, the complexity for confined
′
propagation is roughly bounded by ∑M
l=1 (N/l) log(N/l), implying an asymptotic complexity of O(N log N log M).

e 0 beLastly, we need to initialise pairwise distances D
tween symmetric vertices. This can be done in batch before segmentation. It leads to propagating about N/2 fronts
(slightly less due to self-symmetric vertices) for a pessimistic complexity of O(N 2 log N). Although this computation is the bottleneck of our whole segmentation pipeline,
there are several heuristics that result in a large speed-up.

3.2. Implementation

Typically, classical FPS is seeded by sampling randomly the
first vertex i⋆1 . As a refinement, one can replace i⋆1 with its
furthest vertex. When doing so for symmetric FPS we must
again include pairwise distances in the distance criterion.
Optionally, we also propose to initialise sampling with a set
{i⋆1 , . . . , i⋆L } of fiducial keypoints that represent semantically
meaningful regions and can be selected manually or automatically. A by-product advantage is to make sampling deterministic since seeding with at least one keypoint removes
the stochastic indeterminacy due to random initialisation.
Although unlikely in practice, there may exist multiple
vertices that reach the maximum distance to previous samples at a given iteration. If this happens, we randomly select
one of them. It also allows using the algorithm on disconnected meshes, where some maximum distances are infinite
until a vertex is sampled in each connected component.
c 2016 The Author(s)
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3.3. Heuristics
To begin with, we stop the respective fronts as soon as the
symmetric partners have been reached. Even if effective in
practice, this heuristic improvement is hard to quantify.
Another improvement is to calculate pairwise distances
greedily along iterations. Before sampling at iteration l, we
sort the vertices in decreasing order according to the fole l (i) if D
e 0 (i) has not been comlowing distance criterion: D
e l (i) and D
e 0 (i) otherwise.
puted yet, or minimum between D
e 0 (i) and stop when reaching a vertex for
We then compute D
which it has already been computed, or for which the mine l (i) and D
e 0 (i) is greater than the distance
imum between D
criterion of the next vertex. We know that all subsequent vertices are not candidates for symmetric FPS at iteration l, and
that we need not compute their pairwise distances now if not
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Pm

interpenetrate in each other within the same proportion. The
overlap Omn of Pm onto Pn is then given by:


e S (i, j) ≤ demn .
(9)
Omn = i ∈ Pn : min D

demn
Pn

(a) Before projection.

j∈Pm

(b) After projection.

Figure 3: Patch agglomeration. A patch Pm is grown by projecting vertices from surrounding patches Pn . The vertices
that are aggregated to the grown patch Qm are such that
their distance to Pm is less than a controlled threshold demn .

already done. We finally sample among the first vertices, for
which all required quantities are now available.

A further optimisation is the early abandon of required
e 0 (i) during front propagation. Because the front
distances D
distance to i increases monotonically along fast marching
iterations until reaching i′ , we stop propagation as soon as
e l−1 (i).
the front distance exceeds D

e 0 (i) by first using
Lastly, we also test early abandon of D
an inexpensive lower bound. If this bound is greater than
e l−1 (i), we need not compute D
e 0 (i). Moreover, we will not
D
need it for subsequent iterations l ′ > l either. This reveals
effective for proper symmetric vertices i 6= i′ that are far from
the symmetry line. A convenient bound is the√3D Euclidean
e S (i, i′ )/ 2, which can
distance ksi − si′ k2 ≤ DS (i, i′ ) = D
be computed in O(1) instead of the worst-case O(N log N).
4. Symmetry-Aware Uniform Patch Growing

To grow patches and make them overlap, we proceed by agglomeration (Fig. 3). The existing patch growing [HGLT09]
is not designed so that the grown patches will have uniform
areas nor be symmetric. Moreover, it fails to provide natural controls on overlap. Symmetry can be handled easily by
plugging in our symmetry-aware distance for projection of
surrounding vertices. We grow Pm by computing distances
to the vertices of neighbour patches Pn . The grown patch
Qm is then obtained by adding vertices whose distance is
less than a threshold demn . We choose different thresholds demn
for local adaptation to the approximate uniformity. These
thresholds are derived from a single global parameter σ that
controls overlap intuitively over the whole mesh.
4.1. Algorithm
To grow a given patch Pm , we consider separately each of
its neighbours Pn with (m, n) ∈ E, and define thresholds as:
e S (i⋆m , i⋆n ) ,
demn = σ × D

(8)

where the overlap ratio σ ≥ 0 is set by the user. The threshold demn is thus proportional to the distance between the two
patch centres. Hence, the threshold denm of Pn into Pm will
equal the threshold demn of Pm into Pn , so that both patches

The parameter σ controls the overlap size intuitively over
the mesh. For σ = 0, no growing occurs at all. When σ = 0.5,
the grown patch Qm reaches the centres i⋆n of its neighbours
e S (i⋆m , i⋆n ) to the referPn , independently of their distances D
ence patch centre i⋆m . Indeed, the patch boundaries are exactly halfway from the neighbour patch centres. Assuming
the vertices are evenly spaced over the mesh, we would thus
expect about half of the vertices in Pn to be included in Omn .
For σ increasing up to 1 or greater, the overlap Omn spreads
after i⋆n and ends up spanning the whole neighbour patch Pn .
A grown patch Qm is eventually constructed by concatenation of Pm and of the respective overlaps:
Qm = P m ∪

[

Omn .

(10)

n|(m,n)∈E

By symmetry, we only need to grow half (slightly more because of self-symmetric patches) of the patches P1 , . . . , PM ′
into Q1 , . . . , QM ′ . We finally note that the proposed growing
scheme again generalises naturally the non-symmetric case,
where projections according to the geodesic distance DS ine S are used.
stead of the symmetry-aware distance D
4.2. Implementation

On the one hand, computing a given distance threshold demn
requires propagating one or two fronts. If both patches are
self-symmetric, we just need to start a single front from the
reference centre i⋆m = i⋆m ′ to the neighbouring centre i⋆n = i⋆n ′ ,
with restriction to Pm ∪ Pn . Similarly, if both patches are
symmetric, we start a single front from i⋆n = i⋆m ′ to i⋆n = i⋆m ′ .
Otherwise, we need to start two fronts: one from i⋆m to i⋆n , and
one from i⋆m ′ to i⋆n ′ , where the former is restricted to Pm ∪Pn ,
while the latter is restricted to Pm′ ∪ Pn′ . Since thresholds
demn = denm are symmetric, we actually only need to compute
half of them. On the other hand, growing a reference patch
Pm within a given neighbour Pn systematically requires two
front propagations starting from the whole patches Pm and
Pm′ , with restriction to Pn and Pn′ , respectively.
The expected number of patch neighbours is asymptotically bounded (see supplementary material for a proof).
Hence, we need to propagate a bounded number of fronts
for each patch. The overall pessimistic complexity is thus
in O(MN log N), though we have a lower practical complexity. Since each patch contains about N/M vertices,
for a sufficiently fine meshing, growing a patch requires
O((N/M) log(N/M)) computations. We thus expect an overall complexity of O(N log(N/M)).

To go further, we can also confine the fronts, with respect
to local thresholds demn in neighbouring patches, in the ree S (i, Pm ) ≤ demn }. More precisely,
spective sets {i ∈ Pn : D

c 2016 The Author(s)
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the first front from Pm can be restricted to vertices i ∈ Pn
such that DS (i, Pm ) ≤ demn . The second front from Pm′ can
further be restricted to vertices i′ such that DS (i′ , Pm′ ) ≤
2
demn
− DS (i, Pm )2 . As a result, the number of required operations decreases with the overlap ratio σ, even if the overall
complexity is similar because of computing thresholds demn .
5. Experimental Results

We now consider a well-known dataset and introduce quantitative measures of patch size uniformity and symmetry to
evaluate our methods for symmetry-aware segmentation into
uniform overlapping patches. We also provide experimental evidence that intuitive alternatives adapted from classical FPS [PC06], state-of-the-art SFE [LCDFh10] and patch
growing [HGLT09], cannot achieve such a segmentation.
5.1. Evaluation Setup
We use a subset of the TOSCA dataset [BBK08], comprising
4 objects (Cat, Dog, Horse, Victoria) with resolution ranging
from 19k to 46k vertices, a null genus but positive number
of boundary components, and varying poses for a total of 40
meshes. All objects possess bilateral symmetry, the correspondence for which we get via the perfect mirror symmetry
of the neutral pose per object. Since pose changes are asymmetric and non-isometric, the meshes have neither extrinsic
nor exact intrinsic symmetry (apart from neutral poses). We
compare different segmentation methods by using two metrics we introduce (all scores will be given in percentage).
We first propose a quantitative measure of size uniformity
with the normalised coefficient of variation for patch sizes:
SU(P1 , . . . , PM ) = √

stdevi (size(Pi ))
1
×
,
M − 1 meani (size(Pi ))

(11)

where the patch size is the sum of areas for all faces contained within the patch. The coefficient of variation is a standardised measure of dispersion and thus provides a scaleinvariant uniformity index. Here, a value of 0% means a perfectly uniform, best-case segmentation (i.e. all patches have
identical size), while higher values indicate the degree to
which patch sizes vary up to 100% for a worst-case segmentation (i.e. all patches but one have null size).
We also use a quantitative measure of segmentation symmetry with the ratio of vertices that violate symmetry:
SS(P1 , . . . , PM ) =

1
ei′ }) ,
× card(∪i {Pi \ P
N

(12)

ei′ is obtained by applying the symmetry operator to
where P
the patch that is paired with Pi as sharing symmetric centres.
A value of 0% indicates a perfectly symmetric, best-case
segmentation (i.e. all paired patches are symmetric), while
higher values mean less symmetry up to 100% for a worstcase segmentation (i.e. each vertex belongs at least to a patch
whose paired patch does not contain its symmetric partner).
c 2016 The Author(s)
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Patch number (M)
SFE-GTS
SFE-GIS
FPS-NS
FPS-SA

25

50

75

100 150 200

SU(%) 95.1 82.1 58.3 48.0 21.0 18.4
SU(%) 81.8 40.8 20.4 15.8 12.1 10.5
SU(%) 8.5 4.8 3.7 3.1 2.5 2.2
SU(%) 8.0 4.3 3.3 2.8 2.2 2.0

Table 1: Quantitative evaluation of mesh segmentation uniformity. Using the proposed measure of size uniformity SU,
our symmetry-aware FPS method FPS-SA outperforms the
naive FPS adaptation FPS-NS and both variants SFEGTS/GIS of classical FPS in state-of-the-art SFE space.
5.2. Mesh Segmentation
We begin by evaluating the uniformity of segmentation before building overlaps. We do not show the non-symmetric
version here since this reduces to classical FPS (see supplementary material for additional results and failure cases).
We compare our symmetry-aware FPS (referred to as
FPS-SA) with two main alternatives. First, we test a naive
symmetric adaptation of classical FPS [PC06]. Half of the
mesh is discarded (self-symmetric vertices are retained), the
remaining half is segmented using FPS and the segmentation is copied over to the discarded half (FPS-NS). Second, we perform extrinsic FPS in SFE space [LCDFh10].
For a fair comparison, we build the correspondence matrix
with the ground-truth symmetry, by computing dissimilarity on the neutral pose and sampling the known planar mirror symmetry as the only transformation (SFE-GTS). In a
variant, we construct the correspondence matrix using their
suggested dissimilarity measure of global intrinsic symmetry (SFE-GIS). We set the time parameter to 20, the localisation parameter to 1% and retain 100 eigenvectors of the
correspondence matrix in both versions. We also keep 100
eigenvectors of the cotangent Laplacian in the latter version.
We vary the number M of patches and display size uniformity (SU) averaged over all meshes (Tab. 1). Naive symmetric FPS FPS-NS and our symmetry-aware FPS FPSSA clearly outperform SFE versions SFE-GTS/GIS. This
is not surprising because distance in SFE space is related to
the degree of symmetry between points, there is no notion of
geodesic distance over the mesh surface. Hence, uniformity
in SFE space does not produce uniform patches. FPS-SA
also outperforms FPS-NS. In addition, FPS-NS has some
practical drawbacks which make it unattractive. Segmentation results depend on which half of the mesh is discarded
(we compute both alternatives and show the average), and
there is no obvious way to fix uniformity issues that arise
along the symmetry line when the segmentation is copied.
We visualise examples on the Cat model for M = 100
patches (Fig. 4). In the top row, we show the neutral pose
with exact extrinsic symmetry. In this case, our symmetryaware distance reduces to the geodesic distance. Nevertheless, FPS-SA provides a more uniform segmentation than
FPS-NS because of our symmetric modification to FPS.
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(a) SFE-GTS (SU= 32.7%).

(b) SFE-GIS (SU= 13.0%).

(c) FPS-NS (SU= 2.3%).

(d) FPS-SA (SU= 2.0%).

(e) SFE-GTS (SU= 34.4%).

(f) SFE-GIS (SU= 19.8%).

(g) FPS-NS (SU= 2.8%).

(h) FPS-SA (SU= 2.3%).

Figure 4: Visualisation of mesh segmentation examples. The Cat model with exact extrinsic symmetry (top row) and approximate
intrinsic symmetry (bottom row) is segmented using the four different algorithms (size uniformity is shown in brackets).
patches are not necessarily connected and there is no distinction between self-symmetric and proper symmetric patches.
These would need to be detected as a post-processing step.

5.3. Patch Growing
(a) FPS-NS (SU= 2.3%).

(b) FPS-SA (SU= 2.0%).

Figure 5: Effect of symmetric modification. The naive FPS
adaptation FPS-NS fails to produce uniform patches by
placing symmetric keypoints close to the symmetry line in
contrast to our symmetry-aware FPS modification FPS-SA.
This effect can be seen by overlaying the samples (Fig. 5).
FPS-NS sometimes places proper symmetric samples close
to, but not on, the symmetry line (e.g. between ears). With
FPS-SA, the same region is segmented by a proper symmetric pair, but the distance between centres is accounted for
by FPS leading to a more uniform sampling. In the bottom
row, the model exhibits only approximate intrinsic symmetry. Here, the advantage of our symmetry-aware distance becomes apparent as the size uniformity only slightly degrades,
whereas results are significantly less uniform for other methods. Besides the clear non-uniformity of SFE-GTS/GIS,
there are also some practical drawbacks. The method has
a number of parameters that need tuning. In addition, the

We now evaluate the uniformity of our symmetry-aware
patch growing based on the distance between patch centres
(DPC-SA), and test the non-symmetric version (DPC-GD)
using the geodesic distance instead of our symmetry-aware
distance (see supplementary material for additional results).
We also compare to the existing patch growing [HGLT09]
based on the length of patch boundaries (LPB-GD).
We fix a number of M= 100 patches, vary the overlap ratio σ and display size uniformity (SU) as well as segmentation symmetry (SS) averaged over all meshes (Tab. 2). Using the distance between patch centres in DPC-GD/SA outperforms the criterion based on the length of patch boundaries in LPB-GD with respect to uniformity. Moreover,
LPB-GD does not provide intuitive controls on overlap (we
grow patches with a binary search on the overlap parameter per mesh until their total size is within 1% of that for
our method). It is also unclear how to define the boundary
lengths (we define two boundaries per neighbours, consisting of all edges from one patch that belong to a face such
that the remaining vertex is in the other patch, and average
c 2016 The Author(s)
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Overlap ratio (σ)

0

LPB-GD SU(%)
SS(%)
DPC-GD SU(%)
SS(%)
DPC-SA SU(%)
SS(%)

2.8
0.0
2.8
0.0
2.8
0.0

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
2.9
0.4
2.9
0.5
2.9
0.0

3.2
1.2
3.1
1.1
3.1
0.0

3.3
1.9
3.0
1.6
3.0
0.0

3.3
2.6
2.9
2.3
2.9
0.0

3.2
3.2
2.9
2.9
2.9
0.0

Table 2: Quantitative evaluation of patch growing uniformity and symmetry. Using the proposed measures of size uniformity SU and segmentation symmetry SS, our symmetryaware patch growing method DPC-SA outperforms the existing strategy LPB-GD, while preserving the uniformity of
the asymmetric version DPC-GD, as well as the symmetry
constraints in contrast to both methods DPC/LPB-GD.
their lengths). Lastly, only DPC-SA inherently provides a
perfectly symmetric segmentation, while both DPC/LPBGD violate symmetry constraints to a significant extent.
We visualise examples on the Victoria model for an overlap ratio σ= 0.2 (Fig. 6). In addition to maintaining uniformity, only our approach DPC-SA is perfectly symmetric,
whereas the grown patches of DPC-GD and LPB-GD contain
respectively 1,333 and 1,057 vertices that violate symmetry.
6. Segmentation Applications
We finally show the utility of our segmentation methods on
applications to texture stitching and texture synthesis, where
we improve results over state-of-the-art approaches.
6.1. Texture Stitching
The first application we consider is stitching a texture from
multiple partial views, where we exploit a uniform overlapping (but non-symmetric) segmentation. Standard techniques either average the available textures or select textures from the best view per vertex. Such baselines, however, are likely to contain seams and blurs. A state-of-the-art
technique is rather to blend the best textures per vertex by
solving a screened Poisson equation [CLB∗ 09]. Nevertheless, some artefacts may still appear due to numerous noise
sources in the acquisition pipeline. We propose to tackle this
with a patch-based rather than vertex-based approach.
We use the Rooster dataset of [CLB∗ 09], which consists
of a model reconstructed from 8 depth maps, aka range
scans, by zippering. The mesh has 68,612 vertices, a genus
of 1 due to a visible handle, and 1 boundary component as
a result of a small hole in the top. We first sample views
on the mesh via depth buffering and bilinear interpolation
in the pixel grid. We then segment the mesh into uniform
overlapping patches. For each view, we compute the mean
angle between the viewer and vertex normals in the different patches. Unobserved vertices, due either to occlusion or
c 2016 The Author(s)
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(a) FPS-SA
(SU= 3.7%,
SS= 0.0%).

(b) LPB-GD
(SU= 4.2%,
SS= 2.3%).

(c) DPC-GD
(SU= 3.6%,
SS= 2.9%).

(d) DPC-SA
(SU= 3.6%,
SS= 0.0%).

Figure 6: Visualisation of patch growing examples. The segmentation of the Victoria model (left) is grown using three
different algorithms (size uniformity and segmentation symmetry are shown in brackets).
missing information, are assumed to have a viewing angle of
π/2. Hence, patches with unobserved data are penalised, and
no difference on the nature of non-observability is made. For
each patch now, we select texture from the view with smallest average viewing angle. Unobserved vertices are filled in
with subsequent sorted views. We finally blend all selected
textures by solving a screened Poisson equation via a global
least-square problem (see supplementary material for further
explanations), where texture gradients are selected by leastangle per face. We also fill in unobserved vertices by setting
their gradients to zero. Regularisation in the screened Poisson equation is done via a coarse texture obtained by averaging the selected textures in overlaps, and using a small
penalty λ = 10−6 to remove colour offset indeterminacies.
The results demonstrate the benefits of our methods on
this difficult dataset (Fig. 7). The two baseline vertex-based
strategies suffer from variations in illumination across scans.
Averaging textures produces multiple seams where some
scans become or cease to be observable, and a general colour
offset resulting in a darker texture due to accounting for
shadowed vertices (Fig. 7a). Selecting the less foreshortened vertices addresses these issues, but introduces even
more marked seams at transitions between selected scans
(Fig. 7b). The coarse texture obtained by selecting patches
(M=100, σ=0.5) and averaging textures in overlaps reduces
this latter problem, but some seams are still visible (Fig. 7c).
Moreover, inherent to all three approaches, unobserved vertices are not textured at all. Our approach tackles all these
issues. To assess the effect of the patch number and overlap, we compute stitching for different values of M, σ. For a
small number of patches (M= 50, σ= 0.0), we observe slight
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ularities are preserved and the colour bleed is removed, but
a ghosting artefact still appears around the eye (Fig. 7i).
6.2. Texture Synthesis

(b) Vertex selection. (c) Patch selection.

As a second application, we employ our symmetric, uniform,
overlapping segmentation for texture synthesis. Specifically,
we address 3D face texture synthesis. A state-of-the-art approach is to generate random realisations of a 3D morphable
model (3DMM), such as the Basel Face Model [PKA∗ 09].
A drawback is that details are averaged out due to statistical regularisation. We tackle this by importing texture from
a patch database to hallucinate missing details.

(d) M= 50, σ= 0. (e) M= 100, σ= 0. (f) M= 100, σ= 0.5.

We use the 3DMM [PKA∗ 09]. The model has 53,490 vertices, a null genus, 1 boundary component, and has been
symmetrically remeshed via template fitting. We segment
the mean face with symmetric eye centres as seeds (M =
200, σ= 0.5), and build a patch database with images from
the CMU PIE face database [SBB02]. The fitted 3DMM provides a model for each subject and a dense correspondence
to each image. We stitch textures from the 3 available views
under same illumination per subject to provide a complete
texture. As the 3DMM does not account for glasses or facial
hair, we exclude corresponding subjects, leading to a total of
770 faces representing 35 subjects under 22 lightings.

(a) Averaging.

(g) [CLB∗ 09].

(h) [CLB∗ 09].

(i) [CLB∗ 09].

Figure 7: Texture stitching of multiple partial views. We
compare our patch-based approach to a simplified one, as
well as two baseline and one state-of-the-art vertex-based
schemes. Merging vertex information is not sufficient on this
dataset, whereas patch blending improves quality and removes seams when using enough patches and overlap.
seams, a ghosting effect around the eye and blurred specularities (Fig. 7d). Increasing the patch number (M= 100, σ=
0.0), specularities are improved, yet we still observe slight
seams and the ghosting artefact (Fig. 7e). The best result is
when further growing the patches to overlap (M= 100, σ=
0.5), where the obtained stitching is seamless (Fig. 7f). In
contrast, the state-of-the-art texture stitcher [CLB∗ 09] blurs
the specularities with the painted pattern (Fig. 7g). This is
even more marked on the frontal view, where the central
specularity is missed and the details in the bottom half of the
painted pattern are lost due to a noticeable colour bleed from
the base (Fig. 7h). However, this is not necessarily due to
using a vertex-based approach. Indeed, their pipeline differs
from ours in several stages (e.g. selection by least-distance,
different sampling, screening term and Poisson solver). For
a fair comparison, we thus reimplemented their algorithm in
our pipeline, so that results only depend on whether we use
patches or not for robustness to noise. In this case, the spec-

We obtain the reference face by randomly generating
shape and texture coefficients from the 3DMM and arbitrary
lighting parameters for rendering. We then replace patches
from this target face with patches from the database, by selecting them so as to minimise the Euclidean error. We finally apply Poisson blending (see supplementary material
for further explanations), with least-error selection of gradients in overlaps. To illustrate the importance of overlap,
symmetry and seeding, we also try out reconstruction by
removing one of these features at a time. The asymmetric
version uses both asymmetric segmentation and growing,
whereas symmetric variants employ a symmetric segmentation and growing, and pick patches by symmetric pairs.
Overall, the results prove the usefulness of our methods
(Fig. 8). The state-of-the-art 3DMM [PKA∗ 09] provides a
globally coherent texture but locally lacks of realistic asperities (Fig. 8a). In contrast, we import plausible details and
produce a coherent face both globally and locally (Fig. 8b).
Moreover, the synthesised face represents an original individual as a hybrid between several training subjects, which
can be seen from assigning a colour to each patch based on
the selected identity (Fig. 8c). Importantly, having no overlap at all makes some artefacts appear, notably below the
right eye (Fig. 8d). Even more dramatic, the asymmetric version leads to an unrealistic face where the left eye is much
darker than the right one (Fig. 8e). We also point out a subtle
colour difference between two halves of the left iris when not
having eye centres as seeds (Fig. 8f). Finally, hallucinating
other random face realisations provides as many different but
still plausible hybrids (Fig. 8g–i).
c 2016 The Author(s)
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(a) [PKA∗ 09].

(b) Hallucination.

(c) Identities.

(d) No overlap.

(e) No symmetry.

(f) No seeds.

(g) Hallucination. (h) Hallucination. (i) Hallucination.
Figure 8: Texture synthesis of random faces. A random face
is generated from a state-of-the-art 3DMM and improved by
importing texture patches. This provides a hybrid, realistic
face with global consistency and local details, where artefacts are reduced via overlap, and colour issues of the eyes
are avoided via semantic constraints of symmetry and seeds.
7. Conclusion
We presented methods for symmetry-aware mesh segmentation into uniform overlapping patches. We now discuss some
limitations and possible extensions for future work.
Mesh modeling We restricted to triangular meshes, due to
the fast marching code used here for convenience. By plugging in a more elaborate scheme for geodesic computation,
our methods could further be applied to polygonal meshes.
Segmentation criteria We considered a specified number of
patches and overlap ratio. However, it is straightforward to
choose other patch criteria (e.g. minimum distance between
patch centres, average patch size or boundary length). We
can also enforce alternate overlapping criteria (e.g. growing
patches up to next neighbouring depths), though care should
be taken to maintain patch uniformity. We could even obtain almost (due to discretisation) perfectly uniform patches
by growing them until they reach a given size, although this
obviously removes any intuitive controls on overlap.
Symmetry types We focused on a single and full, reflexive symmetry. Translational or rotational symmetry can be
handled easily by including the previous samples on both
sides instead of that on one side only plus the virtual symc 2016 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2016 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

metric sample. For multiple symmetries, we duplicate the
manifold as necessary and define the symmetry-aware distance on the product manifold accordingly. If a symmetry is
partial, then uninvolved vertices can be set to self-symmetric
for this symmetry. In all cases, we must sample simultaneously all vertices that lie in the same symmetry orbit, and
account for the minimum pairwise distance within orbits.
Texture stitching We assumed a constant appearance across
the views to be stitched. A potential improvement is to
include colour calibration and correction steps for camera
and light parameters. In addition, preserving specularity for
stitching is not always desired, and an interesting perspective
to address this is to incorporate an inverse rendering model.
Texture synthesis We observed limitations in the synthesis variability and quality. Variability could be addressed either by adding more training face examples to the database,
or by building a database of intrinsic textures and optimising for camera and illumination parameters during synthesis.
Quality could be enhanced by improving the database quality itself. Our stitching procedure from 2D images also leads
to inherent artefacts on training faces that are inevitably
transferred to synthesised faces. Exploiting 3D capture for
training would tackle this issue. Lastly, we could favour
the neighbouring compatibility of selected patches to reduce
seams, via belief propagation instead of our greedy strategy
where patches are selected independently of each other.
Further applications Other potential applications of our
segmentation methods include mesh restoration tasks such
as super-resolution, denoising, deblurring and inpainting.
Our symmetry-aware distance may also find different applications than segmentation in flattening, matching or classifying surfaces with symmetries. A thorough consideration of
each task is however needed to assess whether our methods
can improve results compared to traditional approaches.
Additional Resources
We provide supplementary material and MATLAB source
code on a companion website: http://www-users.
cs.york.ac.uk/wsmith/segmentation.
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